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e condition that -- *--_- 
are called confluent 
h satisfy the condition mentioned above. This condition 
stable with respect o subsystems and is not destroyed by normalization. We charac- 
condition by the introduct n of cones and blocks. T ese are certain 
Iso have a nice geometric terpretation. Trivial ex pies of cones 
are words in a free monoid, typical examples of locks are vectors in a free 
commutative monoid. We prove that under a mild additional hypothesis we can 
decide confluence of a noetherian trace replace t system if all left-hand sides 
are cones or blocks. Since weight-reduction is d ble, this gives a sufficient and 
computable condition such that the word problem over t ces is solvxble in linear 
time. 
Our results generalize known results for semi-Thue systems [3], vector replacement 
systems, and free partially commutative groups [22]. 
y a (finite) concurrent alphabet we mean a pair (X, D) where X is a (finite) 
alphabet and D G X x X is a reflexive symmetric relation, called the dependence 
relation. The complement I = X x X\D is irreflexive and symmet ic; it is called the 
independency. A concurrent alphabet (X, D) de nes a free partially commutative 
quotient M( X, ) = X”l(ab = ba 1 (a, 6) E I>. he elements of 
led traces. If t E ( Y, D) is a trace then ItI denotes is length and 
alph(r) denotes the alp abet of t, i.e., the set of letters occurring in t. We extend 
the independency kto a relation between traces by setting (s, t) E I for s, f E M(X, D) 
h(s) x alph( t) c I. 
Each trace t E (X, D) is identified 
ntified with the empty set. If 
of language we shall write a E t if we mean a fixed vertex with label Q E X of a trace 
). Although some care is necessary it turns out that this is ;a conve 
notation. Similary we proceed with subsets 1 c t. In an obvious way any subse 
t defines a unique trace k CX D). 
With a subset 1 C l the sets of elements k$ke, behitid and indepertdettt of 
defined as follows: 
pre(Z):=(xE t\1/3yE I: xSy), 
suf( I) := (2 E t\r I3y E c: y s z}, 
ind( I) := t\l u pre( I) u suf( I). 
A subset k t is called a subtrace if pre( I) n suF( I) = 8, i.e., the trace t is the 
Sisjokt union 
t =pre(l)ir IGnd(l)irsuf(l). 
We have t = ulu’ if and only if I z t is a subtrace and u = pre( I)v, U’ = v’ suf( I) 
for some vv’ = ind( I). 
Let I, E t, l2 s t be subtraces. We say that I,, Z2 are in mixed order if pre( I,) q Z2 f @ 
and I, n pre( k) Z 0 or I, n suf( E,) f 0 and suf( I,) n I2 Z 0. The notion of mixed order 
will be used only where I, n 1, = (3. Then pre( I,) n 1.; # 8 is equivalent to I, n suf( !j) Z 8, 
{i,jI = {1,2)= 
We say that x E t\( I, u I,) is between I, and I, if pre(x) n I, f 0 and suf(x) n I2 Z 0 
or suf(x) n I, # 0 and pre(x) n l2 # 0. Note that if x is between I, and I2 then x is 
independent of the intersection I, n I,. 
Frequently we represent traces by their Hasse diagrams, as in Fig. 1, which 
represents a trace where the subtraces I, = a + b, I2 = c + d are in mixed order and 
the letter x is between them. 
Fig. 1. A trace with two subtraces in mixed order and a letter between them. 
A trace replacement system is a subset S E A4 X 
tive monoid M = M(X, D 
y 3s (6,) we mea 
The word problem of S is t 
then 5’ is a semi-Thue syste 
system. It is a classical fact 
is decidable (cf. [I 
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directly from [ 191 tha% there are finite trace re laeement systems without solvable 
e word problem is decidable for finite complete systems. Complete means 
erian (i.e., no infinite derivation chains: to as t, + i-, --is o . .), and (locally) 
confluent, (i.e., for all tl es t =sS tz with l, I,, fz E there exists k M such that 
f& f&-s t*). 
A pair ( tl , tJ E M x M is called S-derivable if t, G==~ I =+ t2 for some t E M, it is 
called S-co@Iuent if t, $s ?& t2 for some k M. 
Critical pairs are defined as follows. Let S c M x M be trace replacement system. 
A set C(S) of S-derivable pairs is called a set of critical pairs of S if for all systems 
S c_ T it holds that the T-confluence of all pairs in C(S) implies the T-confluence 
of all S-derivable pairs. 
The consideration of larger systems SG T in t definition above is motivated 
by the Knuth-Bendix completion over traces (see 01). Here we use only the fact 
that a noetherian system is confluent if and only if is confluent on a set of critical 
pairs. The noetherian property of trace replacement systems may be achieved by 
anging the sides of rules appropriately (see [ 10, Proposition 11). But even 
for one-rule systems, infinite sets of critical pairs may occur (see [ 10, Theorem I] ). 
Even worse, it is shown in [lb] that confluence of finite length-reducing trace 
rep!asement svstems is undecidable in general. 
A trace replacement system S c M x M calle weight-reducing if for some 
homomorphism y : M + N we have y(Z) > y(r) for all (l, r) E 2 Note that is decidable 
whether a finite system is weight-reducing and if it is then a corresponding weight- 
nction y : M + N with y-‘(O) = { 1) can effectively 
system of linear equations over the positive integers 
be found by solving a finite 
eductio 
For a finite noetherian trace replacement system S c M x M let d, : N + N be the 
computable function such that d,J n) is the maximal number of derivation steps 
starting from a trace I E M of length n. Of course, every trace replacement system 
may be encoded as a semi-Thue system by introducing commutation rules for 
independent letters in M. Then the function d, corresponds to the usual function 
defined for semi-Thue systems but where applications of commutation rules are not 
counted. This important difference should be noticed. In order to obtain efficient 
algorithms d, has to be small. For example, d, is a linear function for weight-reducing 
systems. The following time bound follows directly from [lo, Le 
Let S c_ M x A4 be a jinite complete trace replacement system. Then 
the word problem of S is decidable in time 0( dz). 
to semi-Thue syste acement systems allows time 
Word problems oL?er traces 
replacement systems have a word problem solvable in linear time (see [3, 
4.11). Linear time complexity was also known for certain special trace re 
systems which describe free partially commutative groups [22]. W 
essentially only one known idea how to obtain time complexity 
e following simple algorithm to compute irreducible descendan 
forward generalization of the corresponding algorithm for words. 
on rightreduce( s:trace):trace; 
choose a letter a E X which is maximal in s; 
s := sa -’ {This means s := s’ such that s = s’a); t := at; 
f~aall(l,r)~Sdoift~llbl thens:=sr;t:=l-‘te 
endwhile 
return t 
end. 
Note that there is some non-determinism in the function above, for example by 
the choice of a maximal letter. If in the following we say that rightreduce( s) is 
irreducible then this means for all possible executions of the algorithms. In order 
to implement the algorithm we may use an embedding of M in a direct product of 
free monoids (see [‘7, Lemm.3 3.11 or [S, Proposition 1.13). It is easily seen that for 
a finite noetherian tra.ce replacement system SC_ M x M the ‘rime complexity of the 
algorithm above is O(Li.J on a Turing machine. Thus, for finite weight-reducing 
system the algorithm rightreduce works in linear time. 
The next theorem characterizes those trace replacement systems where the function 
rightreduce computes irreducible normal forms. 
Theoreln 3.2. Let S E M x M be a jinite noetherian trace replacement system, L = 
U~~I(1,rkS.f or some rE M}, Irr(S) = M\ML the set of irreducible traces, and 
rightreduce the function deJned above. Then the foIlowing assertions arc? equivalent. 
(i) For all s E M we have rightreduce E Irr( S). 
(ii) For all a E X, t E M with at E MLM we have t E MLM or at E LM. 
roof. (i) =+( ii): Let a E X, t E M such 
onsider s = at. Then for at least one exec 
s is reducible since at E MLM. 
LM and at & LM. 
uce(s)=sE but 
(ii)‘(i): Condition (ii) yields that after each while-loop t 
an irreducible trace. Since the algorithm terminates with 
congruent to the in ut trace s, this trace t denotes an irreduci 
.3. Let us give an example wh 
compute irreducible normal for 
a- -, b 
s 
yields irreducible no tely this property 
confluence of these systems becomes decidable. 
if every minimal iI 
f 1 and alE other fetters of alph( 1) are en~ent csf x. In particular, 
Mock, if and only if I = Q” for soq~e 4 E X, f12 0. 
uestion whether a trace is a cone (a block spectively) is clearly decidable. 
erve that the answer to this question Q nds on the whole concurrent 
alphabet, not only on the Jphabet of the trace. 
xample 4.2. Let t, 1 be the traces as in Fig. 2. Then t is a cone and 1 is a Ho& 
over the concurrent aEphabet A. IBut neither t ic; a cone or I is a block over the 
concurrent alphabet B. 
Theore .3. Let (X, B) be a finite concurrent alphabet and I E c A’, D) be a trace. 
Then the fdkwing assertions are equivcden t.
(i) For every letter a E am-l euery trace t E , 12) vhere l is a 
it holds that I is a s&trace of t or it holds at = I 
(ii) For al/ tetters x E X we h&zue xl = Ix OY (x, j-1 E 
(iii) 7714 trace I is a cone or a black. 
roof. (i)*(G): Let XE X be a letter whit 
a E min(1). Consider the 
subtrace of at. 
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a b 
e 
alphabet B : 
a b 
Fig. 2. A cone t and a block 1 over A but net over B. 
(ii)+(iii): Assume that I is not a cone. Then there exists an element xEX, aEl 
and a minimal elemenr y E min( I) such that (a, x) E D and (x, y) E D By (ii) we 
obtain Ix = xl. Since x is not independent of l9 we have x E min( I). Since (x, y) e D, 
there are at least two different minimal letters in 1. Applying (ii) again, we see that 
every minimal letter in I commutes with 2 and that I must be a block. 
(iii)+(ii): If ! is a block then (ii) follows trivially. Hence, we may assume that 
1 is a non-empty cone. Let {a} = min( I) be the top of the cone and let x E X be any 
that s is independent of G. Then x is independent of 1, hence xl = lx. 
The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) is thereby shown. Cl 
x M be ajnite confluent weight-reducing rep 
such that every left-hand side is a cone or a 
word problem of the monoid /S is decidable in linear ti 
[3, Tht 3rem 4. l] since 
esult in [22] on free partia 
er). 
(ii) The well-known result that each finitely generated commutative 
word problem decidable in linear time [15,11 j, m 
above as follows. Consider a commutative monoid 
ength-function and y, : N’ + N be the ith projection, i = 1, . . . , k. The lexical 
ordering of N” is defined by setting u t v for u, v E Nh i 
s yj(u)=yj(v)forj=Q,...,i-1 and M(u)>Y~(v). 
pletion, the monoid A is presentable by some finite complete v 
N” such that l> r for all (I, r) E S [&I 
positive integers a(, 3 a, a l l l 2 ac, _ 1 a ak = 1 such that y( 
for all (2, r) E S where y : N” -+fW denotes the weight-function y 
The system S is a weight-reducing trace replacement s 
side of S is a block. Hence every finitely generated corn 
able by such a system. Note ihat, in this paper, we consider only non-uniform word 
problems whereas the complexitg of the uniform word problem, in u hich the 
relations as well as the words are regarded as instances of the problem, requires 
already exponential space for commutative semigroups by a result of [ 161. 
If SE M x M is a finite replacement system over a trace monoid then we may 
decide whether S is weight-reducing and whether all left-hand sides are cones or 
blocks. In the next step we shall prove that under a very mild additional assumption 
we may also decide confluence of such systems. This means that the hypothesis of 
Corollary 4.4 becomes decidable. The assumption we need is roughly that if a letter 
commutes with a left-hand side then it commutes with the corresponding right-hand 
side. 
We need some preparation. We first consider the situation where a trace t contains 
two subtraces I,, l2 and I,, l2 are cones or blocks. We distinguish three cases 
(1) both subtraces are cones; 
(2) one is a cone and the other subtrace is a block; 
(3) both are blocks. 
Lemma 4.6 (Cone-cone-case). Let M = M (X, D) be a trace monoid and let 1, E t, 
l2 c t be subtraces of a trace t. Assume that 1, and l2 are cones. Then it holds: 
(i) iJ‘ 1, A l2 = 0 then I, and l2 are not in mixed order; 
(ii) if 1, n l2 f 0 then there is no ktter between 1, and 4,; i.e., 1, v l2 is a subtrace of 
t. This subtrace is a cone and [he top of C, is contained in I, or vice versa. 
of. We may assume !, # 0 and l2 # 0. Let a, be the top of 1, an 
. If 1, n l2 =0 and I,, l2 would be in mixed order then tj:e tops a 
be in mixed order. But this is clearly impossible. erefore, we are re 
If 1, n l2 f 0 then aI and a2 are dependent, 
in 1, 9 then we would have a, < a2 < b for eat 
the fact that 1, is a subtrace; hence we may assu 
;-here is no letter between 1, and l2 and that 1, u l2 is a 
If tc is a trace w f 
then we a y represent 
nd 1, and before 12. 
it is not equal to the 
have pre( I,) n l2 Z 0 
and suf(1, ) n I2 f 0. But t l2 f 0 and suf( a) n l2 f 0 which contra- 
trace property of 12. 
1, n j2 and x be a letter etween I, and 12. Since x is independent of 
b E & and there is a path betwee ettcr of the bl ck 12, we have 
x E alph(&). A si ple observation yields that x depends on the top a of I,. But then 
x E suf( a) since therwise there would be a path from x to b. Hence we have 
XE suf(I,) n pre(l?). Finally, since a depends on 6 but x is in endent of b, the 
letters x and a are d 
Let (X, D) be the concurrent alp etb - a - c. Then I, = abi 
t not a block, I2 = bc is a block. e subtraces of t = ab”c 
ial intersection (12 is a subtrace three times). In one case it happe 
that there is a letter I, and before 12. This is shown in 
= M(X, D) bea trac onoid and I, c t, l2 c t 
l2 # 0 or !, , l2 are 
13 
Fig. 4. Fig. 5 
Fig. 4. A cone and a block with non-trivial intersection and a letter between them. 
Fig. I Two blocks in mixed order with non-trivial iiltersection and letters between them. 
Let x be a letter between 1, and i2, say without restriction x E suf( I,) n pre( !J. 
is implies I, C_ pre(x) v ind(x) and l2 c suf(x) v md(x). If x e alp (I,) (x~ alph(l,) 
respectively) then we have I, G pre(x) ( I2 _ C suf(x) respectively) sin I,, I2 are blocks. 
It follows that if x e alph( I,) n alph( 12) then I, n I2 = ff and I,, I-, are not in mixed 
order. q 
Let X = {a, 6, c} where a, b, c are pairwise independent. Let t = a’bc” 
e may realize I as a subtrace 1, of Y, for example, by taking the first 
a, the only 6 and the last c of t or as a subtrace I2 by taking the last a, the only 6 
and the first c of t. In this case the blocks I,, f2 have non-trivial intersection, there 
ter before 1, and behind I2 and a letter before l2 and behind I,. This is shown 
-= newf theorem gives a precise characterization of critical pairs for systems 1 
where left-han sides are cones or blticks and where the following assumption is 
satisfied. 
ti0 1. Let (I, I’) be 2 rule of a trace replacement system. 
(i) Every letter x E X which is independent of I commutes with Y (i.e., (x, i) E 
implies rx = xr). 
(ii) If I is a block but not a cone then every letter x E 
also commutes with 5‘ (i.e., jl;, = xl implies rx = xv). 
art (i) above is the sa 
ing of (i) but observe that only bl 
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a Lxme or a block and that every rule ( 1, r ) E S satisJies Assu ion Al’. Then a set of 
critical pairs for S is given by the pairs ( r, v, ur,u’) with ( I, , r L, T;?)E S, ii, u’, DE M 
such that: 
(4) if Jz is a block bolt not a cone then there is no letter x E X which is maximal in 
(5 $ if I,, I2 are blocks and I2 is not a cone then we have u = I_ 
e following proof is technical and rather involved. We advise the reader to 
draw pictures along the formal lines. This may be a substantial help for under- 
standing. 
Proof. The assumption Al” is stronger than Al from [lo]. Hence by [ 10, Theorem 
21 critical pairs arise only from traces t where some left-hand sides of the system 
1,) Jz are subtraces, where every letter x E t\(l, u 12) is between f, and 1?, and where 
J, n ,& #Q) or I,, l2 are in rlrixed order. We have to consider three cases: 
(I) the subtraces 1,, I, are cones; 
(II) one subtrace of 1,: I2 is a cone but not a block and the other one is a block 
but not a cone; 
(III) both subtraces I,, I2 are blocks, at least one of them is not a cone. 
Let us first show that we may assume that there is no letter between I, and Z2. In 
the case (I) this results from Lemma 4.6. In case (II) we may conclude with Lemma 
4.7 that if suf( 1,) n pre( Z2) f (b then I, is the cone and Z2 is the block. In this case 
every letter x E suf( I,) n pre( &) commutes with every letter of I2 and hence by Al’ 
with the right-hand side of &. Let x E suf( I,) A pre( Z2) be maximal. Then suf(x) c I2 
(in fact suf( x) = x” for some n 2 0 and x E &) and since alph( suf( Z2)) c alph( Z2) we 
have t = I, ux suf(x) = 1, u suf(x)x = vxl, suf( &) = viz suf( j2)x for some u, v E M. The 
confluence of the critical pair (r, ux suf(x), vxr, suf( 12)) = ( rl u suf(x)x, vr, suf( 12\ x) 
follows inductively from the confluence of the critical pair (r, u suf(x), vr2 suf( &)). 
In case (III) we may argue analogously using Lemma 4.9. 
Thus we may assume t = I, u 12. This means every letter of t belongs to I, or to &. 
We start again with case (I). Then we may assume that the top of & is contained 
in I,. Therefore I, has the same top as the cone t = I, u Z2. Thus, with respect o t, 
we have pre( I,) = ind(l,) = 13. Hence t = I, suf(f,) and tl =f. r, suf( I,). Since t = 
u12 suf( 1,) for u = pre( Z2) ind( I,), we have t2 = ur, su@). Now, since t = I, u I?, we 
have (suf(l,), suf( 12)) E I. Setting u’ = sgf( 12) and v = suf( I,) we obtain assertions (I), 
(2) and (3). The assertions (4) and (5) are vacuous. 
In case (II) we may assume again that I, n l2 # Q). If this intersection does not 
involve the top of the cone then there is etter in t = 1, u l2 before the cone. If 
the top of the cone is in the intersection here is no letter before the block. 
ence in either case we have pre(l,) = or pre(I,) = 0. Without restriction let 
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pre(l,) = Q). Write 1= 1, ind(l, ) suf( 1, ) = pre( I?) ind(l,)l, suf( 12). Settin 
ind( I,) suf( I,), u = pre( L) ind( Zz) and u’ = suf( I,), it is clear that (l), (2), (3), 
the theorem are satisfied; (4) is trivially satisfied if I, is a block. Thus, let ?? be the 
block and assume that there is a letter x which is maximal in v and maxima 
Write v = 5x, u = i?x. Since x E alph(i,) and l2 is a block but not a cone x corn 
with lz and with r,. Since x also commutes with u’, we obtain t = Ii Cx = CX!~~:’ = 
&U’X, rl v = r, 5x, and ur2u’ = t7jcr,u’ = iirgdx. Hence the confluence of the critical 
pair (rlv, ur2u’) follows inductively from the confluence of the critical pair 
(r,C, fir+‘). Thus we may also assume (4) in case (II). 
We are left with case (III). If I, n l2 =Qb and I,, Z2 are in mixed order then 
alph( 1,) n alph( 12) + 0 and neither II nor Z2 is a cone. It is easy to see that the resulting 
critical pair is confluent. Thus in the remaining case we may assume I, n Z2 # 0 and 
that I, is not a cone. Therefore the letters in t = I, u IL, are pairwise commrlting and 
all letters in I commute with r,. It follows that the critical pairs have the form 
(r, v, ur2u’). Obviously, we may assume u = 1 if 17 is not a cone either. 
If there would be any dependency between v and u’ then there is a common 
letter x E (alph( v) n alph( u’)) and the confluence of the critical pair ( r1 v, ur?u’) 
results from the confluence of the pair (r&7, ur2u’) with 6x = v and iix = u’. With 
induction we finally arrive at a pair which satisfies ( l), (2), (3), (4), (5) from the 
theorem. El 
Remark 4.13. If SE M x M is finite then Al’ above is clearly decidable. This 
assumption is trivially satisfied in the case of semi-Thue systems or vector replace- 
ment systems. In both cases it yields the usual set of critical pairs. 
Our considerations were based on the question when the algorithm rightreduce 
given above produces irreducible normal forms. This algorithm works on inputs 
from right to left. Of course, there is no mathematical reason for such a preference. 
We could also work in the other direction. This cads to a dua! definition of a cone. 
We say that 2 is a reverse cone if rev( I) is a cone, where rev(I) means the trace which 
is defined by reversing the ordering in the labelled p:irtial order of 1. Using reverse 
cones instead of cones we obtain completely analogous results. In particular, 
Theorem 4.12 has the following immediate consequence. 
Let S c M x l?4 be Q jnite noetherian replacement system over a trace 
monoid M with independency I such that all left-hand sides are cones (reverse cones 
respectively) or blocks. Assume that Al ’ holds. T%en it is decidable whether S is confluent. 
It is open whether one can join cones and reverse conec into a common concept. 
But this might be difficult, if not even impossible. Some problems may be seen in 
Fig. 6. In this picture I, = gbc denotes a cone, Z2 = beg is a reverse cone, I, and &! 
have non-trivial intersection, but there is a letter 
Fig. 6. A cone and a reverse cone with non-trivial intersection, a letter between them. 
Example 4.15. (i) Let 
a- g- b 
w, m = 9 and S = (gab a gc, abc a c’}. 
c 
Then gab is a cone and abc is a block. According to Theorem 4.12 only one critical 
pair occurs, which is trivially confluent: 
Hence S is finite length-reducing confluent system. Using the function rightreduce 
we may solve the word problem of S in linear time. 
(ii) Let (X, D) be as above and 
S=(ag + gb,bg 3 ga,cg + gc,g’ =+ 1,cahc + 1). 
Then ag, bg, cg, g’ are reverse cones and abc is a block. It is easily checked that S 
is noetherian and, using (an analogous) Theorem 4.12, that all critical pairs of S 
are confluent. Hence S is a finite complete system. (It is a symmetric version of 
[ 10, Example 51 and the monoid M(X, D)/S is in fact a group which is the 
semi-direct product of x 2 by Z/22). Since Condition (ii> of Theorem 3.2 holds, 
rightreduce is irreducible for all traces s E M( X, Lb). 
Although S is not weight-reducing for any weight function y : X + N, a simple 
reflection yields that rightreduce computes irreducible normal forms in linear time. 
It is remarkable chat an analogous function leftreduce. which works from the left 
eeds square time in this case. 
(iii) The example above is a special case of the following group theoretical 
situation. Let G be a finitely generated group with an abelian normal subgroup A 
such that the quotient group E = G/A is finite. Let {a,, . . . , ah} be a set of generators 
of A and for each g E E let s, be a representative in 6. Then A has a presentation 
by some finite complete weight-reducing vector replacement system S = f@ xNk and 
E has a presentation by its multiplicative table. The relations for G are given by 
the system S and additional equations of the form: 
as, = sgaR, gcE,a,a%A. - 
This leads to a finite trace replacement system over the free partially commutative 
monoid = IV” * {s,; g E E}* as follows: 
T=Su{s,s,,as,$(g, h); g, hc E}u{a,s,*s,ak; ge E, i= 1,. . . , k). 
The system T is complete and it defines the group G. The left-hand sides of T 
are blocks if they belong to S and reverse cones otherwise. The function rightreduce 
computes irreducible nctmal forms in linear time. Hence the word problem of G 
is solved in linear time using system T. Note that we cannot expect to find a finite 
complete semi-Thue system over the set of generators {a,, . . . , ati) u (s,,; g E E} 
which defines G. This fails already in the case where E is trivial, see [9]. Thus the 
use of traces is essentis;l here. 
(iv) (Free p&ally commutative groups). Let (X, D) be a concurrent alphabet 
and M = M( X, D). Let x be a disjoint copy of X and set Y? = X ti x. Define on 
2 a dependence relation 6~ 2 x Ji? by (2, y’) t 5 if (i(g), i(y)) E D where i: 2 + X 
denotes the canonical mapping i(x) = i( 2) = x for x E X. 
Let & M(z, d) x M(%, d) be the special replacement system which is given 
&v the following rules: (1) xZ-_jl; (2) Xx31, for XEX. 
Then _f*/s” is the free partially commutative group over (X, D). This is also the 
group associated with M(X, W). It is very easy to see that all left-hand of s sides 
are cones as well as reverse cones and that Al’ is satisfied. Therefore critical pairs 
arise only as follows: 
Hence, ?? is a complete system and rightreduce computes irreducible normal forms 
in linear time. This example has been studied by C. Wrathall in [22] and the linear 
time complexity for the word problem of free partially commutative groups is due 
to her. 
I would like to thank E.W. Mayr for a hint which led to Remark 4.5!iib. 
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Note added m prwf: ‘T%e present work has been continued in V. Diekert, “Combinatorial rewriting 
on traces”. This paper appears in: C. Choffrut et al., eds., Froc. 7th Annual Symposium on Theoretical 
Aspects of Computer Science (STACS ‘901, Rouen, France, February 22-24, 1990, Lecture Notes in 
Compuer Science (Springer, Berhn, 1990). There, a proof for Remark 3.6 is given. As a special case we 
obtain that the assertion of Corollary 4.14 remains valid without Assumption 41’. However, without this 
assumptic:! the decision procedure for the test of confluence becomer; x01-e complex. 
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